Adult Fiction - February 2024

Atwood, Margaret - Fourteen Days: An Unauthorized Gathering
Austin, Lynn - All My Secrets
Beaton, M C - Death of a Spy (Hamish #36)
Berry, Steve - The Atlas Maneuver (Cotton Malone #18)
Blackburn, Maggie - A Killer Romance (Beach Reads #3)
Box, C J - Three Inch Teeth (Joe Pickett #24)
Brubaker, Ed - Where the Body Was GRAPHIC
Coates, Darcy - The Hollow Dead (Gravekeeper #4)
Connealy, Mary - Chasing the Horizon (Western Light #1) INS
Crawford, Isis - A Catered Quilting Bee (Catered #18)
Feehan, Christine - Leopard’s Hunt (Leopard #5)
Hannah, Kristin - The Women; A Novel
Hazelwood, Ali - The Bride
Jackson, Lisa - Don’t Be Scared
Johnstone, William W - The Forty Niners
Jones, Stephen - Earthdivers Vol 2
Kellerman, Jonathan - The Ghost Orchid (Alex Delaware #39)
King, Laurie - The Lantern’s Dance (Mary Russell #18)
Koontz, Dean - The Bad Weather Friend
Lewis, Gerri - The Last Word (Deadly Deadlines #1)
Mallery, Susan - The Summer Book Club
Marrs, John - The Stranger in Her House
McFadden, Freida - The Teacher
McKinlay, Jenn - Fatal First Edition (Library Lovers #14)
Novak, Brenda - The Messy Life of Jane Tanner (Coyote Canyon #3)
Paris, B A - The Guest
Patterson, James - Crosshairs
Quindlen, Anna - After Annie
Rice, Luanne - Last Night
Rice, Waubgeshig - Moon of the Turning Leaf SF
Rue, Gretchen - A Pie to Die For (Lucky Pie #1)
Russell, Mark - Deadbox: The Complete Series GRAPHIC
Sala, Sharon - Heartbeat
Snyder, Scott - Brainstormers GRAPHIC
Ziglar, Cody - Miles Morales Spider Man 2 Bad Blood